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Abstract

The low fre<lt,ency E x B turbulence driven by the shear in the mass flow velocity

parallel to the magnetic field is studie_t using the fluid theory in a slab configuration

with magnetic shear. Ion temperature gradient eff_:ts are taken into account. The

eigenfunctions of the linear instal_ility are asymmetric about the mode rational sur-

faces. Quasilinear Reynolds stress induced by such asymmetric fluctuations produces

momentllm and energy transport acr(xss the magnetic field. Analytic formulas for the

parallel and perpendicular Reynolds stress, viscosity and energy transport coefficients

are given. Experimental observations of the parallel and poloidal plasma flows on

'FEX'I'-IJ are im,sent(_t arm c(mll)ar_d with the theoretical rnodels.
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I Introduction

Since it was first studied in early" 1970's, l the instability driven by the cross-field gradient

(shear) of the plasma mass flow velocity parallel to the magnetic field in an inhomogenc_)us

plasma has been investigated extensively in fusion 2-6 as well as in space plasmas, r's Such

instability can be strongly driven by neutral-beam-injection in tokamak discharges. In addi-

t.ion, a strong gradient of the flow velocity _l_ayappear near the plasma boundary due to the

presence of the limiter or divertor which is known to dramatically alter the plasma dynamics

in the scrape off layer (the shadow of the poloidal limiter or the divertor region) from that

in the bulk . In space plasmas, high streaming velocities parallel to the magnetic field and

rapi(1 variation of the paralM flow velocity with the distance perpendicular to the magnetic

tield arc measured in ttie plasma sheet boundary layer due to the influence of the solar wind

on tt_e plasma shc'¢_'t.'_'9

Stwll turblllence driving nlechanisms are und(rst(_ot'.... ( and the characteristics of the in-

stability are well docmnented, l-'j In this work the emphasis is not on the study of the

instability itself but rather on mO_llentlilll and elwrgy fltuxes described by the turbulence in-

(hlce(1 l/eynol(ts st r('ss. From the Reynolds stress paralM and perpendicular to the magnetic

field we (leternline the associated viscosity and energy transport coetficients generated by

the turt)lflence of ttle instability. The transport coefficients are characterized both by their

magnitude at the mixing length level of the ttlrt)ulence and by their dimensionless ratios,

the Pran(ttl numbers, which are independent of tlle turbulence level.

It. was first observed on the TEXT t()kanmk m that a poloidal flow shear is forme(t at,

the plasnm edge. Sltcll fl¢_wshear inay suppress the pla,snm density fluctuations and affect

tile h)('al 1)la_tlla c(_lfilwlnellt izlq)r()veIlwlll. Later, the [_-l[ transition in tokamak plasma

c():lfin('_nent was f(_llIl(1t(_ b(, relat_'(t to ttl_, t)r(:,¢II's'_',(.of the poloidal flow shear _ear tt_'



plasma edge. II Theoretical work has been came t out, to study tile poloidal flow shear effect

on the plasma turbulence. _2

Several possible sources for the generation of such poloidal flow shear tlave l)(_:,n

proposed 13-2oAmong them two models are widely studied. )he is the particle l(-)ssescallsed

by the interaction with tile limiter or divertor. 13,14 All alternative explanation is the Reynolds

stress produced by the turbulence in the plasma. 1s,16This latter mechaalism requires a phys-

ical driving force for the turbulence. A few physical models such as drift-resistive ballooning

mode, 19resistive pressure-gradient driven mode 2° have been proposed and studied.

In this work, the parallel velocity shear, combined with the ion temperature gradient,

is proposed as the driving mechanism for the poloidal sheared flow. It has been point,ed

out by several authors _5'2°that there must be a symmetry breaking meehemism such as

boundary conditions in drift waves, or some sym,netry breaking seed introduced in the

study of pressure-gradient driven turbulence in order to generate nonzero Reynolds stress

from fluctuations. One of tile features for the model proposed in this work is that the

mode eigenflmction is intrinsically asymmetric about the mode rational surface so that the

Revllolds stress gelleration is independent (:)f,or at least not sensitive to. boundary conditions.

.... t , simulations. 6Svnm_etrv breaking see(Is are not needed even in h(. nonlinear

Ext)erinleIltal lll('aslH'enlents ()f the parallel axl(-t t)()loi(_talt)la,sma flows are carried ()tit

on TEXT-U tokan_ak and some of the results are t)resented in this work• The preliminary

evidei_ce that the plasma parallel velocity chang(,s at, about the same radial location as

the poloidal shear layer supports the physics model for the poloidal shear flow generation

pr()pos(d", here. The theoretical results are corot)areal witt_ the experimental observations.

The remaind(,r of this work is organized as foll(:)ws. In See. II the physics model is de-

scribed, and the eigenmode equation is given and solve(t analytically. Analytic formltlas fl)r

tile l/evIl()lds stress are derived in S(c. Ill and the numerical evaluations are pr(_¢.ntrd ill

Stc. IN". In S(c. V the experimental observati(ms ()n TEXT-I; are presented a_ld t)ossibl(' c()r-

3
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relation of the theoretical results obtaine(l in this work with tlmse experiments are discussed

in detail while Sec. VI is devoted to the conclusions of this st_ldy.

II Physics Model and Eigenmode Equation

We consider a slab magnetic configuration B = B0(_ + _ :Y), where L_ is the scale length of

magnetic shear. Here the x-, y-, and z-directions in the sheared slab geometry are defined

as the radial, poloidal and toroidal directions in the tokamak configuration. Fluid theory

is used to describe the ion mot,ion and the electrons are adiabatic. Equilibrium parallel

velocity shear (h'll(x)/dx :_ const, is considered and ion temperature _adient (71,)effects

are included in t._e instability study. The perturbed electrostatic potential is expressed as

e_(x. g,, t) - [{e{eb(.r)exp(ik_y- iwt) }. Under these mssun_ptions it is straightforward to derive

the linear eigenmode equation for the function ¢(x) as follows,a

1- _' [.s_-.2 _",_,sx ]
d2e>(x) b,d)(x) + v/r) +

dx_ :' + _< L_ (_ + f<)_,ep(x)= o, (1)

/,2 )2where b, ::= ^vl,, .2_-,.,/w,_, h" :- (1 -t-l],)/r, r = T_,/T,, _?,= d In T,/d In n, ,,,,_ -:
1

l%p._c_/L,, is the electron diamagqmtic frequency, x is normalized to p, = c,/_ = (T_/m,)_/£t =

c(trt,7_)}/et3, f_ is the ioll &xrofreqttency; tolI_'' .....L,,&,ll/'c,dx, s :-: L,,/L, with L_ being the

(lensity gradient scale length. Here T_. and 7, are the electron and ion temperature, respec-

tively, Equat i(m (1) is valid in tile hydrodynainic-like limit and the full kinetic equation is

also givell in I_ef..1.

The dispersion relation obtained from t;;(1.(1) is

-/2 ^

-b, '_ ::: 2r_ +-1. (2)
' 2, _ f< t(2, _ h) 2] is

Ttle (:()rr('sl)()lldiIlg t,ig(,tlfltncti()II is

(:, (_r) o,, - ff,,((_,,,/:.,)_(___)),:_,.,(_+A)_/,_ (:_)



where H,_ is tile [lermite function of order u and

"V ^,

A == _()lf_"
2s(2,+ h) (4)

In the rest of this work only the u - 0 mode will be considered.

It is easy to notice that the mode growth rate is independent of the sign of t'_lI from

Eq. (2). However, _he asymmetry element, the shift A of the position of the maximum

¢(°)(x) from the mode rational surface (x - 0), depends on the sign of {_11and is important

for the Reynolds stress calculation. For cold ion approximation (K --+ 0) & is a real shift in

x-space. In general A is complex and introduces a deformation of the eigenfunction given

by Re,-(¢(n'(x)exp(ik_y- i_2t)} as well a_sthe shift.

III Equations for Reynolds Stress

The general expression for the _erlurbed electrostatic potential is _ Re{_k_ Oo¢(X) exp(-i_,,t._ .... . 7_-_i

+ ikvy)}. The E x B drift velocity is

G..... B O:_j' t"y....B Ox ' (5)

where B is t}le toroidal magnetic field and c is tlle speed of light. In the representation of 0

we use O,>to characterize the rms fluctuation level and O(x) the normalized wave fi.mction.

Now we intro<hlce the two components of the micro-Reynolds stress that measure the

radial [}11xof the parallel and perpendicular monwm,um,

-* "* (6)Tr_(x) .....r,,G + G_'_ ,

" _'* (7)

where ill tile <tua,silir,:'ar approxiIllati<_ll /"11::: (csc,/7'_L')xO. In writing Eqs. (6) and (7

v,'c lear(', inll)li('it tlw SUlmllati<)_l()vcr all l>(_h)idaltzl()<h'zlunfl)crs and all ratio_ml sllrfaccs

' I_ " ,I',' II ,' , '' "II rl, ' ,llr II 'IP''' " ']i ' I+' , ,, '" ', "' "" ' ',r " '"' It ..... " ..... rt " ' " rl,,,'" ''



determined by the toroidal mode number spectrums. It is straightforward to obtain the

analytic expressions for Eqs. (6) and (7), using Eqs. (3) and (5), _s follows:

7r_= 10012p, B2c2 2kVs(2x&,. + A&* + A*&)e'*la'Z('_-'x*)a-_*(_+a)21/_12't_ , (8)

rrzll= t¢01_ cc_eB___sx (_2ky,,/)e,_l_(_+,x,)___,(x_,x_21/21Zi2, (9)

where • stands for complex conjugate, 2.,. and "f are the real and imaginary part of 2',

respectively.

For energy transport we lleed the radial flU.x q_(:r) of the ion pressure fluctuation

q.(z) -* :b._* t(+)ol_P0(1 _ _l,)c'223,k_ e,,12,(,+,x,)__D,(_+a)_l/21_,12 (10)
.....¢'_P + - p,c, B '2 s2

where again we use the quasilinear approximation 26= -8_dPo/iwdz for the perturbation of

the pressure. Here P0 is the equilibrium pressure and the equilibrium pressure gradient is

dPo/dx = - K Po/ L,_.

All the quantities given in Eqs. (8)-(10) are function of z =: r- r0 with ro being the

position of the mode rational surface. In order to obtain the effects of these quantities on the

macro-motion, or backgromld n_otion, these, lllicro-fluxes that are localized to small layers

arolm(l the resoilant surfaces (z +-_ :: 0) must be ilitegrate(1 over z. The results are the

corresponditlg values llsed in the macro-motion equatioil ()[1tile Inode rational surface.

In this way we have

<Tr,_) .... ;-* - -* _'
_.,¢t_'_ + v_v_)dx = -10o 2B,_p_s: _,:I_'_--r_ -_.-z.:_l , (11)

_tll(t

(q,,)- v./7f..... Oo'_17_(i+ _l,)(? (_'",)½1L'/% ^'_s"->
_c p scs [7 .2 S



In Eqs. (11)-(13) tlw Inode growth rate ;: and real frequency 2,,. must be obtained from tile

mode dispersion equation (2) (with 2; = 2,'r+ i":), for eacil A'yand tile mean fluxes sumnled

over all ky.

Apparent, ly, {rr_y)and {Tr_,ll) vaIfish linearly with c,,v011_ 0 while {q_}does not. Considering

that the ion temperature gradient is taken into account, the instability is still possible under

such limit. This clearly shows the importance of the parallel velocity shear for the momentum

transport from turbulence in the quasi linear theory.

With this presentation of {Tr,y), Qr,rll), and (q_) we are giving the intensity for per unit

spectrum of the fluctuations at. the specified kv. The complete flux is then the integral of

the intensity.. ()_(r',the ._pectral'_' distribution of the fluctuations f l(k_)dky. When one scale

dominates the fluctuation spectrmn it is adequate to take d_ as the rms amplitude and

choose ky corresponding to the dominant scale.

In il_tegrating the nficro fluxes over _rwe obtain the weight for a single rational surface. To

obtain the total flux across the sheared _nagnetic field, we must introduce the mean density

of the rational surfaces _l pk_(r) .... (61¢/rc_q")l%r and define (zr_y) ---_k_ f Pkv(r)_zydr. Note

that pk_(r) varies only on the scale of q(r) and is then essentially constant over the shear flow

layer and tile nlo_te width. The total fluxes is given by the integrated formula,s Eqs. (l t)-(13)

zlmltiplie¢l by the flmc'tion pk_(r) and summed over all k,j. Here we report the flux per unit

of tllt_._s_,weigllting factors.

Tlle m()mentuln transport coefficients #i and/_ll are defined by

(,'r._) c2kv(zr)½ 2: :3fx'l.,, e,,.;"._,"./.t,p+Ki,
#.L d_,,,= [O0[2 " " (14)

a_ c.'B2P-_S_":½2, _-K '2 - '
ail d

1

/_lt.... .,,s BVb,s_12 + El _ c "_J , (15)dz

"['lw energy tra_sport coefficient k is defi_w_tas

k - (q') [,,,
+ f,(1 + '+p .... ,, c o,+ (t+)-- dz • Cs[32Ds 8_"
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The trm_sport coefficients (#±, PlI, X) are proportional to the square of the fluctuation

level (_2). It is important to consider the ratio of the coefficients fl_r which the _lependence

on c_is rellloved.

The ratios of the energy transport coef[ieiellt to the Inolnel_t tuu transport coefficients art,,

-_ "rl='+ hl 2
.... (17)
m. I_'t_K

_', i_,12 (is)

The ratios in Eqs. (17) and (18) are the reciprocal of the perpendicular and the parallel

Prandtl numbers for the turbulent_ plasmas. The approximate solution for the dispersion

equation can be written as
,s/x"

l 4K

1 ^t

if _]volll < .s'K, which is generally true in tokarnak plasmas nt)wadays. As a result,, in this

parameter regime we have

P_c .s

t'tll([

_--_ " -t 1.
ltll 82

"I'lw cotllparis¢)n with the Prandtl numbers for Coulomb collision plasma will be given in

See. IV.

IV Numerical Evaluation of the Transport Coefficients

"I'tw dispersion equation (2) is solved numerically. Typical znode growth rates and frequencies

are stlowll iu Fig. 1. The reference parazucters are ,s ....0.1, b,, :::0.1, anti r = 1. In Fig. l(a)

tlw lll()¢Ie gmwtll rate is showll as fimction of ;vt011.... L,_dt'll/c._dx for t], .....0.5, 1.0, 1.5. ail(l

2.0. It is clear ill the figllre that there are two reginws fl)r the nlo(le development, h_ tlw



first regime, where tollr.,< 1 and t,l_egrowth of tile mode is dondnated by the ion temperature

gradient, the mode growth rate increases slowly with a,t011. In the second regime, where v011_ 2

and the growth of tile mode is dominated by the parallel _el _lty shear, the mode growth

rate increases rapidly with t011.g'The approximate mode growth rate is given by,, Eq. (19) in

the first regime. The higher the '1, value (deeper 7;(r) profile or flatter density profile n(r))

, _3!or the lower the r value (lower T_ or higher T,) the flatter the curves 7 versus tolI.

In the second regime the approximate solution of tim dispersion equation (2) is

_"= 2(1+b_) 1-i.s+ (1-is) 2-(1 Fb,)/_/;{i 1- 2K(l+b,)½ ½i z';lll + 1

at
if K is small compared with [_-011l"For sll_all magnetic shear Eq. (20) Ores

' .'2(1 I*o111}tolI;.;,

The mode real frequency exhibits two fiat regimes and a transition regime. The higher the

( ' j, ., _q, value the larger the hffe terns, between the two flat reginles. Generally speaking, the mode

rotates in the ion (lialnagnetic di '" ' T _ .r_ctlo I and frequency increases with t3_)llThe frequency in

the laboratory frmn¢, is [)oppler shifted from what is given here where t,ll(Z = 0) = 0.

The micro-lleym4ds stress 7r,,j without the factor 10ol2c'2/p_B2 is plotted in Fig. 2 as

ftmctioll of .r f(_r //_ l, r - 1, b, :---.0.1. In Fig. 2(a) .s ....0. I and t_''oll - -1.5, -[.0, -0.5

_/ = 0aIld 0.0. It is ('_usvto ..(x that 7r_y ..s • is antisvmmetric about the z = 0 surface for tolI

and that the a,_vIllI_letry develops dramatically with the increasing of t_[)ll1. In addition, the

magnitude of the micro-Reynolds stress 7r,v illcr_a_es significantly with [{_011]'In Fig. 2(b)

.s =:_0.5 and t_oll - -1 ....5, -0.5 0.5 and 1.5 ('oillparison of the two cases with _DII _ --1.5

shows that the as,y_I_etry is higher while the anq)litude is lower for s - 0.5 than that for

s := 0.1,

The Reynolds stress (rr_._)(Eq. (11))without the factor ]00 [2 .c2/p,B 2 is given in Fig. 3

as function of /"_'_11h>r r ....1, b, -_:_0.1. In Fig. 3(a) 'l, = 1.0, .s = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.,1. It.

9



is shown tllat for tile sanle {_(Jll'I("r_'u)I (l(,cr(,ases with the maglmtic shear 8, and that for all

the s vallles studied here the l:(evnolds,, str""¢"ss"increases with tile parallel velocity shear ]_,'toll].

The sigll of (Tr_.v) is opposite to the sig,ll of _)11' In Fig. 3(b) s .... 1, r/_ = 2, 3, 4, an(t 5. It is

seen that I(n'_y)] increases with the increasing of _/, for '5{)11_ 1.5 where the ion tenlperature

gradient is the dominant driving force. For _'_011_ 2 it is the opposite, ](Tr_y)] increases with

the, decreasing of _h.

The micro-Reynolds stress 7r_lI without the factor [Oo]'2cc_e/BT_ as function of x is plotted

in Fig. 4 fi)r r- 1, b, = 0.1, s = 0.1. In Fig. 4(a) l/z = l, t-_ll = -1.5, -1.0, -0.5, and0.

Sin-iilar to rrx_, the stress 7rxll is inversely svminetric,, about the x = 0 surface when voiln_- 0

and such symnletry breaks as long as _-0117/-0. In Fig. 4(b) i3()11 -1.5, q, = 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Both the, ainplitllde all(l the asynlln(,try of 7rrll(X) increase with parallel velocity shear t'_DIIJ

as well as with the ion teint)erature gradielit l/, for tlie parameters studied here.

The Revnol(ts.. stre'ss (Tr:rtl)(I:_]q.(12)) is pl()tt('d as function of parallel velocity shear t,011^/

in Fig. 5 for 7" - 1, b, - 0. I. In Fig. 5(a) s .....0.1 , _l,---=2, 3,4and5. The Reynolds stress

n(reas(s with the increa.sing of Il, f(.)r t011 _< 1.5. For t,011J> 2 it decreases while r/,

incre,_ses. [n Fig. 5(b) i1, = 3. s :-_0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. The ReynoMs stress (rr_ll) increases

wh(,n the maglletic sllear s decrea.ses. For i/, .-. 1 the Reynolds stress (rr_.ll) is not sensitive

to the ilmgn(,tic shear s. In addition (rr_.ll)has the opposite sigql to the flow shear t011.

,,\ c()xilnl()n feature of (rr,_.v)and (rr,ii) is that both of them are equal to zero for '_'VolI = 0

and that the magnitlldes increase with the increasing of the flow shear n_toll.

The micro-thermal fltlx qz is given in Fig. 6 for r - 1. bs .....0.1, and s = 0.1. In Fig. 6(a)

/"[)11-_---1.5 ......#1,= 1 ') 3, and 4. In colitrast l() tile llioinelituin £tllxos 7rz_and rrxll, the ci,1,crgs.r'

[llLx is always.... p(Jsitiv(' and incr(,as(,s with #/, In Fig 6(b) I1," l, -/telI -- -1.;)," -0.5, 0.5, a,nd

I 5. It is ('asv to notice tliat tile( lr,,(: [()r/v ..... -
. ..... 'l ', ()11 1.o is i(leiitical to the curve for /"#till- 1.,5

i)llt sliifts towar(ls tile left. It is tilt, S&III(' f()r tile t'UI'V(:,'S of P()il - -0.5 aim 0.5.

*l'h(:, int(,gratt,(:l ell(,rg.y [tllx (q.r) (t:](t. (13)) is SilOWll ii1 Fig. 7 as flm(_tion ()f tile t)a.rall,,l
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flow shear 9{_11for r = 1, bs = 0.1. For given magnetic shear s = 0.1 the energy flux increases

with the increasing of q, (see Fig. 7(a)) while for r/, = 1 it decreases with the increasing of

the magnetic shear s (see Fig. 7(b)). The momentunl fluxes (,,r_> and ("%11>are zero while

the energy, flUX is IIOt for t011_''= 0.

All the above mentioned variations of (rrxy>,rr,y, (rr,ll}, rrxll,(q_>and q, with the param-

eters (s, rh ,v011)are like at, a fixed O_ so that additional variation through the dependence of

¢0_ on the parameters must be calculated by other means in a comparison with a real physics

system.

The ratio of the energy transport coefficient _ over the poloidal momentum transport

coefficient, tt.L (the inverse Prandtl number) is independent of 002and given in Fig. 8 as

function oft,olI'' forr= 1.....s=0.1 In Fig. 8(a) b,=0.1%= 1 2, 3, and 4. One interesting

point of the result is that _/l_± decreases when _l, increases for [f'_ll] < 1 while it is the

opposite for Itn{)llI _> 1.5: lower _l, corresponds to lower k/#l. In Fig. 8(b)r/, = 1, b, = 0.1,

0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. The ratio X/#± numotonously decreases for increasing b,. Not shown here

is the results we obtained that .X/it± monoto1_ously increases for decreasing magnetic shear

s. The common feature is that .k and Itj_ are always positive and the value ,k/#± decreases

with the increasing of the parallel flow shear Ic''tol[l'

Figure 9 shows the inverse Prail(ltl number defined with respect to the parallel turbulent

viscosity X/#II. The results are similar except, that X/IIII is more than one order of magnitude

higher than X/lz±, which means that #± is much higher than #11.

For Coulomb collisions the corresponding inverse Prandtl numbers are

X X
_=7, --,-_1.7.
I-It t12

ltere lz2 corresponds to l_11in the turbulence case and lt x is perpendicular viscosity coefficient

with no direct correst)(_lMence to the turbulent viscosities given here. Thus the turbulent

Prandtl numbers (-_ 0.01) are s_nall conlpared with tile Coulomb collisional vMues (e 0.6).

11



There are no parameters ill the theory based on the Coulomb collision corresponding to #.L.

The parameter #x introduced in this work is unique for the theory of turbulence driven by

velocity shear.

V Discussion

It is widely recognized by fusion physicists tS'22'2athat the plasma dynamics in the bulk region

and in the scrape off layer (SOL) are significantly different from each other. As a consequence

there must be a transition region around the edge of the limiter or the last closed flux surface

(LCFS), where some of the plasma paranleters change rather rapidly across the region. In

other words, the edge plas_na is characterized by a rapid radial dependence of t:he plasma

parameters such as parallel plasma flow. Particles may move freely along the magnetic field

lines in the bulk plasma while such freedom does not exist, in SOL due to the presence of

limiter or divertor plates.

Experimentally, a poloidal flow shear has been observed in the vicinity of a material

limiter, m in a ohmically heated plasma. The poloidal velocity shear is important in the

L-H transition. _ We present evidence that the plasma parallel velocity changes at about the

same radial location as the poloidal shear flow layer. These measurements were taken on

the TEXT-[.; t()kamak with plasma conditions B,r = 2.5 T, Ip = 220 kA, and a line averaged

density, rL. :-- 3.0 x 1013cm -a, using a reciprocating probe array. The plasma was defined by

three rail limiters locat,ed at r = 27 cm. The prol)e array" was mounted on the top of the vessel

separated from the limiters by 247.5 ° in the t)la,sma current direction. The toroidal magnetic

field was in the same direction a,s the plasma current, and the ion grad-B drift was upwards.

In Fig. 10(a) we show a radial profile of the parallel flow Nlach number M = vll/c, measured

with a Mach probe with two collecting electrodes biased with - 180 V to collect ion saturation

currents from upstream and downstream. The current ratio can then be used to calculate the

flow Nlach number 9-4-26with the assumption that the ion temperature is equal to the electron

12



temperature. We used the Hutchinson model 26 which includes diffusion and viscosity into

the probe presheath. The ion flow direction is in the direction of the toroidal magnetic field

and plasma current. Figure 10(b) presents the normalized radial derivative of the ion parallel

velocity. In Fig. 10(c) we show a radial profile of the poloidal phase velocity, Vph_._,used to

define the shear layer, l° The phase velocity is derived from the power spectrum measured

with a two point correlation technique, ?3phase -'- _,k,w _S(a.2, k)/Ek.w S(ta.,',k), where S(k,w')

is the measured power spectra 27 as a function of wavenumber and frequency. Since the phase

velocity measurements were not taken on the same shot as the data on parallel flow velocity,

it is important to note that the conditions were similar and the location of the velocity shear

layer is generally robust for the plasma conditions used. We estimate the uncertainty in

position for the location of the flow shear layer to be of order 4 ram. To within the limits

of plasma reproducibility the max_inmm gradient of the parallel ion flow occurs at the same

radial position as the velocity shear in the perpendicular direction.

In order to make detailed comparison possible the quasilinear saturation amplitude is

estimated in the following. Suppose that the mixing length saturation level is determined

by the condition that

dv[I
x d-7~ , (22)

which is valid if ]r,,toll] > 1 + 0,. Noting from the motion equation in the parallel direction

that vii = (esc_/T_.2.')x¢ then it is straightforward to have

T,. p, _,
¢o "" -- _ votl • (23)e L.

['-'or 7't _ -- "%11< 1 + rh the saturation level is ¢o - (t], O,c)/' 2

Substituting Eq. (23) into Eqs. (11)-(13) gives the approximate formulas as follows

(rr_,) - e2B_L_' s_" l$: 4- h'l 2

( c'I; )2eB L,_ F_ (tl,, r, S, t,ol[, b, ) , (24)
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where t,011^''= L_vH/c_dx 2 and

, fi' ^,, h'yp.,Irr)_ "y½1£'12t( ( _1h'2v_ll )
tf (rl.. r. s bs. zo11.roll) = $ 3 t-- --,2 --.s= + Ix 2 2,sl2'+ KI a V°llt'°ll "

Equations (27) and (28) clearly show that the driving force for the poloidal velocity is

a" Such dependence of theindependent of the sign, of t011;';'but depends on the sign of tolI.

;" and will be discussed later._"" determines the dependence of (v0) on t011driving force on t011

In general, the functions FI, FIt, (7;, and H should be replaced by F±A, F,A, GA, and

HA, where the exponential part A = exp(-rg_lK'a/4s]& + K] 4) --_ 1 since for a real system

3'_-011_"2h-'2/4s]& + K a ...__t_"O_l/4SK2<< 1 when 7 is given by. Eq. (19).

klea.surements from the TEXT-.U experiment show 2s that the measured poloidal plasma

velocity shear increases with plasma current, decreases with chord average density and the

toroidal magnetic field. The shear layer width is a constant over a range of discharge con-

ditions. There is no explicit dependence on plasma density g and current Ip in Eq. (28).

However, both the decremse of density fi and the increase of current lp correspond to an

increase of electron temperature T_ in the shear layer which explicitly appears in Eq. (28).

The poloidal drivino,.,force given in Eq. (28) is ill_er,.cl_',s, ,,' proportional to B _. In summary, the

,)drivitlg force given in Eq. (,8) is qualitatively in agreement with the measured scaling if the

daI_lping _necl_anism is approximately indepen_lent, _f those parmneters. There is no simple

scaling for the shear layer width from this model. Physically, it is reasonable to think that

the poloidal shear layer width is approximately the same as of the parallel flow shear.

Some damping mechanism must be introduced to estimate the steady state poloidal

velocity driven by the turbulence. As an example the magnetic damping is considered as

the only' damping mechanism and equilibrium poloidal velocity is included. Under these

conditions the plasma motion equation in the poloidal direction, Eq. (27) will be modified

as follows,6'lr''a_

o (,,o>- 1 o _ (<t,o>- ,,g) , (2:))Ot r Or
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where t,_'c is the equilibrium poloidal velocity, and

v, = v,, (30)
e'](1 + u.)(1 + e_]u.) '

with v. = v.qli/t, the_ and e is the inverse aspect ratio, q the safety factor, t2 the major

radius and v. the ion-ion collision frequency. In steady state Eq. (29) reduces to

(v0) - v_: -- 1 _)-7; 0-7(Tr=u)" (al)

;" b_) of order unity the po]oida] accelerationFor the dimensionless parameters (rh, s, r, l o11,

from the divergence of the momentum flux is of the magnitude (cT_./eBL,)'a/L, __ v_/L,,

compared with the neoclassical datnping rate u ''c.

In order to make further comparison it is assumed that the equilibrium poloidal velocity

t,_'_ is negligible, and that the plasma is around the boundary between the Pfirsch-Schliiter

and the plateau reginles with 1 _ qR so that u ''_ __ v.. Then the steady state poloidal

velocity (Eq. (31)) reduces to

rd_ ft(1 l, r,s,b_, _' ^".....1'2
v,, L,, ' f011'f01t) " (32)

For the typical discharge parameters: 7_ = T, =: ,10ev, B = 20kG, n = 3 x 1.012/cnl3,

L,, ....3c_n, it tunis ()lit that

l t,_
_'2'2.1 × lOScm/s .

/-'tit Lrl

_" For the parameters used in this study, i.e. s = 0.1The function I t is sensitive to %11"

= "-_ , - , . _"' is given in Fig. ll(a) forb, 0.1, _/, 1 r 1 the results are given in Fig. 11 H versus z,011

i"[_11---0.5. The maximum value of H is about 10 for i_DiI - 1. These numbers are in reasonable

agreement with the experimental t , ' _ -• o _ser_atu)lls, (ce} 3 to +3 x 105 cm/s. It should be

11¢)tedthat the suppression effect of the poloidal velocity shear on the fluctuation is not

considered in this work. In this regard the driving force from the turbulent Reynolds stress

is overestinmted. On the other hand, however, the saturation level evaluation (Eq. (23)) is
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made without taking the ion temperature gradient (q,) effect into account. This may lead to

underestimation of the driving force. These two factors may conlpensate each other so that

the theoretical numbers are well in the regime of tim experilnelltal observations.

c,,, is the same a.s given in Eq. (28) forAccording to Eq. (32) the dependence of (re> on _011

the driving force and is qualitatively in agreement with the experimental observations given

in Fig. l0 fronl TEXT-U tokamak. Roughly speaking, (r0) he_s the same sign as that of _)',

and changes sign at the same l()cation where r.,,_011_'- O. The correlation between (re) and _011_''' is

very impressive though the data shown here are not froln same discharge. To further study

the profile of the turbulence driven (_'0). the profile of the derivative of the parallel velocity

s, • being constant of order unity and xcml be; modeled a.s i_('),(.r) - -().5.¢ch(ax), with (_ a = 0

the position where r.,t011(x) has minimum. Then the function H(x) is given in Fig. ll(b). It is

reasonable to assume that v_/t,,,L,, is roughly a constant in the velocity shear layer. Under

these ass_mlptions the poloidal velocity profile from this model is approximately the same as

that given in F'ig. l l(b) which is similar to the experimental results _ven in Fig. 10(c) and

Ref. 28.

The width ()f the velocity slmar layer can be estimated as

A _ (,v_,_) ..., ,1 x 10'_ "--1 c'nl (33)
v,,(_'o) 3.2 × I(P

and is in goo(1 agr_vn_(,nt with the experimental ()t)s('rvati()ns.

To close ttlis section we wouM like to say a few w()r(ls about the L-H transition from

the point of view of the model suggcste(l ill this work. One typicaJ feature of the L-[I

transition is that r0 and [_,_[ = [dt,o/dr I increase very rapi(lly (_ 100its) during the transition.

The driving force given in Eq. (28) exponentially increa_ses with 9'o_lKa/!& + K[ 4. Usually

2'[ < f'( so that such increase is slow a.s l()ng as [_P/),l < K. However, the acceleration

in('reases very rapi(tlv when [r,t.... z01t[ _> K. It Illay 1)e l)ossible that the condition [i_)ll[ _ K

(i.e. I_'ll/dx[ _ c.,(L,_ _ LT)7]/L,_LTT'_.) s()mehow is a('hi(,ve([ ail(t triggers the L-H transition.
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Another concern is how the ta'celeration process is stopl)ed. It has been demo,lstrated 2-4,12

that the mode growth rate will decrea,se after tile poloidal flow is driven ltp. Tile driving force

in Eq. (28) is proportional to the _-power of tile nlode growth rate so that the' "q, ' ',a(_.e (_ration

stops when the mode becomes marginally stable. This stopping effect can be modelled by
t2 12

taking 3' = %(1 - vo/v0cm). Another mechanism to stop the acceleration is that L,, becomes

very small in the shear flow layer after L-H transition so that the dimensionless driving force

parameter /_[_11= L"dt'll/c'dr is negligibly small even though dvll/dr does not change very

much. Of course, the plasma will eventually enter into a steady state if other drag forces

such a.s the magnetic damping are taken into account.

VI Conclusions

The instability driven by parallel flow shear is studied within the fluid approximation in

a local slat) configuration with magnetic shear. Ion temperature gradient rl, is taken into

n, b,). The quasilinearaccount. The dimensionless parameter set. of the problenl is (_1,,r, s, t01I,

expressions for the radial fluxes of the paralM monlentunl (rr:_ll},the perpendicular momen-

tlull (rr:,,u}anti the thermal energ,_"(qx} are derived ilsing the exact linear eigenfllnction. The

pert)e1_(licular and parallel momentum fluxes, called Reynolds stress, are shown to vanish

wl_(ql ttie di_nensio_less parameter v01t= 0 (;hleto the symlnetry feature of the mode structure

ab(mt the rational surface. Such s.wnmetrv... prot)¢rt,x'' is broken leading to nonzero parallel

aml pertwll(licldar momentum transport as long as PDII/ 0. [hi. dependence on the parallel

velocity shear does not hold for the thern_al energy flux: {q_.}does not vanish when i_{_ll= 0.

Tim Re.ynol(ls stress exponentially ixicrea.ses wittl ('I_L,,L.I./T,(L,, + Lr)c,)'a(drll/dw) '2, while

it is Prot)ortiollal to the square of the eh,ctr¢)ll tellll)eratur¢, "F_2 mid inversely proportional

to the sqlmr¢' of the tc_rcfi(lalmaglletic fiehl B2. [,;xperill_c,ntal measuren_ents of the paralM

an¢t poloidal plas_a flows o_ TEXT-[; tokanmk are carried o_tt and the results support the

interl)retatio_ that the poloidal shear flow is generated through the turbulence driven by



parallel sheared plasma flow. The theoretical models are compared and shown to be of rea-

sonable agreement with the experimental observations for scalings as well as for magafitudes

when the neoclassical damping mechanisln is intro_luced to balance the driving force from

the Reynolds stress.

The transport coefficients (P±,#II, X) induced by the E x B turbulence of the instability

are obtained analytically. They are always positive. Tim positivity of the turbulent trans-

port means that entropy produetio_ from the transformation of the ordered flows into the

turbulent fluctuations is positive definite, The ratio of the energy transport coefficient to

the viscosity coefficient is obtained and studied numerically.

The suppression eff:ets¢'of the poloidal velocity _adient on the fluctuations are not con-

sidered in this work. In ftef. 6 2D hydrodynamic simulations show the evolution of 0[i-driven

turbulence and the reaction of the turbulence through rr_, and a'_ on the mean shear flows

including the creation of E x B shear flow. A self-consistent study about the poloidal flow

generatioll I)y tlie tlu'bulence and the fluctuation sut)I)ressioll by the poloidal velocity' shear

is in pn_gress aim will be Imblishe{l ill a separat¢' work.

:\s is p_finletI out i_l Ref. '22 llu_l the t_Mtll_ak plaslna is a complex physical system.

File edg(' r(%i()ll, wller(' nlon, plp,'sics processes take plm'e than in the bulk region, is the

_llost coll_t)l_,xSlll_SySl_qll. "Flle nu)tM su,_este(1 in t llis w_rk does not exclude other models

for the slfl_ject of the sheared flow generation. The parallel flow shear is only one of the

pllysical phel_nnetm which exhibit and influence the pl,ksma behaviour in the edge region.

The enlphasis here is that a parallel velocity,,, sh(:ar,'does exist, in the edge region and provide a

flee energy source for turbulence, as well as a symmetry breaking element which is necessary

for the poloi(lal s,hear(:(l., flow generation by, turbule_we in the q_asilinear theory.
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Figure Captions

1. (a) Normalized mode growth rate _,/_',_ and (b) the real frequency _o,./_,,_ vs. parallel

flow shear a,t011.: L,flt, ll/C,dx for ,s = 0.1, b_ = 0.1, 7-= 1, 71,- 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0.

2. Micro-Reynolds stress distribution 7r_yaround the mode rational surface x = 0 for

r/, = 1, 7-= 1, b, = 0.1 and (a) s = 0.1, t_lI - -1.5, -1.0, -0.5, and 0.0; (b) s = 0.5,

?_'_fl= -1.5, -0.5, 0.5, and 1.5.

'" 1 " ;"' - L,dt'll/c,dx for b_ = O.1 r- 1 and(a) 7//= 1 .s=O 13. R¢,Sno ds stress (a_y) vs. toll ......

0.2, 0.3, and 0.4; (b) s --: 0.1, r], --_2, 3, 4, and 5.

4. Xlicro-lleynol_.ls stress dist.ribution rrztlaround the mode rational surface x := 0 for 7-=
^!

1, b, = O.1, s = 0.1 and (a) 7],= 1, t011c.,= -1.5, -1.0, -0.5, and 0.0; (b) VolI =: -1.5,

l], = 1, 2.3, and 4.

" _" = L,dvll/cflxforbs=O.1 r= 1 and(a) s=O.1 rl,=2,:). Reynolds stress (Trztl)vs. totI , , ,

3, 4, and 5; (b) I], -- 3, s = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.

6. Energy flux distribution q, around the mode rational surface x = 0 for r = 1, b, = O.1,

-' - 1.5, -0.5 0.5, ands = 0.1 and (a) _c,,oll= -1.5, 11,= l ....2 3 and 4; (b) 1],= 1 VolI = ,

t.5.

7. Energs' fttLx {qx) vs. roll = L"dvll/c"dx for b,- 0.1, r = 1, and (a) s = 0.1, 7], = 2, 3,

,1,and 5: (b) q, ....1, s = O.1, 0.2, 0.3 allot 0.-1,

8. The ratio of the energy transport coefficiellt k to the perpendicular viscosity coefficient

lzj_ vs. i'[_ll-- L,,&'ll/c,dx for .s ......0.1, r - 1, and (a) b, -- 0.1, 71,- 2, 3, .1, and 5:

(b) J/, =: 1, b., = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.
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9. The ratio of tile energy transport coefficient X to the parallel viscosity coefficient ILtl

vs. t011 = .Lndvll/csdx for s ....0.1, r = 1, and (a) bs = 0.1, q, = 2, 3, 4 and o; (b) q, = 1,

bs = 0. i, 0.2,0.3 and 0.4.

10. The profile of (a) .klach number and (b)?/_11 = L,,dvll/c_dx measured at the plasma

edge in TEXT-t; tokamak. (c) The poloidal velocity profile in a discharge of TEXT-t

with [p =- 160kA, BT - 2.2T and _i,, - 1.5 x 10la cm -a.

GI! r 2 _2 ,
11 (a) H vs t011.... l_,_a t ll/C,d:r_ for s = 0.1 b., 0.1 7" 1, ^,' ' , = , := t'011= 0.5 and rl, = 1, 1.1,

1.2, 1.3: (b) the modeling result for profile H(z) which is roughly the same as profile

("o(*)/.
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